Santa Barbara Harbor Kayak Tour
Discovery Santa Barbara like never before on this incredible guided tour! This half-day kayaking adventure offers
spectacular views of the city from a unique perspective on the water.

Kayak the American Riviera!
This is a great introductory lesson to kayaking or a nice relaxing kayak for more experienced paddlers! Guests
meet their guides at the boat launch at Santa Barbara Harbor, where they are outfitted in paddle jackets and PFD’s.
Guides will give a basic paddling demonstration and safety talk before setting out on the water.
Once on the water, guests will paddle approximately 2-3 miles along the coast surrounded by beautiful beaches
and marine life. Explore the harbor, coastline, Stearns Wharf, and surrounding beaches where there is an
abundance of wildlife! Common sightings include harbor seals, sea lions, brown pelicans, sea stars, cormorants,
and sea gulls.
Guides will facilitate discussions of natural and cultural history, marine ecology, and local trivia en route. Groups
can participate in teambuilding initiatives and paddle challenges to keep the team engaged and working together!
If lunch is included, our guides serve a delicious deli-spread picnic with fresh veggies and fruit, a variety of wraps
and sandwiches, chips, cookies, and beverages. Relax on the beach before heading back out on the water!
Level of Difficulty
Beginner through advanced welcome
Cost & Duration
Groups of 2+: $89 per person, 4 hours, includes lunch
Groups of 4+: $55 per person, 2 hours, no lunch
Groups of 8+: $76 per person, 3 hours, no lunch. Youth and group rates available.
Trip Includes
Friendly and knowledgeable facilitators, double kayaks, paddles, paddle jackets, and PFD’s.
Program may be customized or combined to fit group size, time frame, goals, and budget.
Price does not include 15% service fee for groups.
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